APPENDICES TO CURRICULUM VITAE

Grants

National Institutes of Health, African American Genealogy 2002

Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation Faculty Scholar in General Internal Medicine 1987 - 1992

Health of the Public Program Grant

(Pew Charitable Trusts and Rockefeller Foundation) 1990 - 1992

Health of the Public Extension Grant 1993 - 1996

Choosing Well/Project DECIDE Medica Foundation 1994 - 1995

Open Society Foundation; Death in America Project, Soros Faculty Scholar 1995 - 1997

Commissioned Reports


5. Committee on AIDS and the Academic Medical Center. The HIV Epidemic and Medical Education. Association of American Medical Colleges, 1989.


25. Miles SH for Ethics and Human Rights Committee and Board of American College of Physicians. Physicians and Embargoes of Medical Supplies.


27. Amicus Brief of California Medical Association, Global Lawyers and Physicians, American Academy of Pain Medicine, Steven Miles et al. Conant v Jurith. (Against revoking DEA licenses of physician who recommend marijuana to patients.) In the US Court of Appeals, 9th, No 00-17222. 9/10/02.
28. Amicus Brief of South Carolina Medical Association, American Public Health Association, … Steven Miles et al. Ferguson v City of Charleston. (Against covert testing to incriminate patients), US Court of Appeals 4th Circuit, No 97-2512.


Case Discussions in Peer Reviewed Journals


Reprinted Articles

(Note: I am not informed, or aware of, all reprinted publications; this list is incomplete.)


Non-Peer Reviewed Professional Periodicals.


3. Miles SH. College of Medicine of South Africa Record on Torture Mars Link with College. ACP Observer 1986;6(8):10-11.


17. Miles SH. Family Issues for an Aging Society in Vision 2010 National Council of Family Relations
19. Miles SH. Honoring Requests to Die: Defining the Parameters of Policy. ASLME Briefings. 1994;11:1,3.
   1994;5:299-308.
   1996;45:1,6-7.
   1996;April:i-ii. National Coalition for Nursing Home Reform and American Association of Retired Persons
26. Miles SH. Fit to be Tied: The Ongoing Misuse of Physical Restraints in Nursing Homes. Quality Care
   Advocate 1996;April:iii-iv. National Coalition for Nursing Home Reform and American Association of
   Retired Persons.
27. Miles SH. Restraints: Controlling a Symptom or a Symptom of Control. in, Untie the Elderly Resource
28. Miles SH. A Case of Death by Physical Restraint: New Lessons from a Photograph. in Untie the Elderly
29. Miles SH Managed Care ve Fee for service Care. Newsletter of the Minnesota Association for Guardianshp
   and conservatorship. 1997;8:1-5,8.
32. Miles SH, Stage Managing Death. In the Caring Community. British Columbia Palliative Care
   Identification and Promortion of Physician Competency. American Board of Internal Medicine.
   Philadelphia, PA.)
35. Miles SH. Health Net works and end of life care. National Chronic Care Consortium Annual Conference
   Proceedings, 1997;113-4.


41. Miles SH. A Battle for the Soul of Medicine: Medical Complicity with Torture. Atrium (Northwestern Medical Humanities and Bioethics Program) 2006;Fall:7.

**Bioethics Professors Amicus Curiae**

1. Vacco v Quill and State of Washington v. Glucksberg (1996) 95-1858 and No.96-110 Supreme Court of the United States


3. Thorburn et al v California Department of Corrections. (1998) 1st District California Court of Appeal, 3rd Division 1076423


**Web Publications**


**Educational Films**


**Book Reviews**

1 Does not include numerous on-line reproductions of articles authorized by journals holding copyrights. I am not aware of all these postings.

2 None of these are available. Does not include various appearances in educational videos made by other parties.


Letters

10. Miles SH. What are We Teaching About Indigent Patients. JAMA 1993;269(14):1788.
Abstracts

1. Miles SH, Ryden MB. Palliative Care Policies in Nursing Homes. Gerontologist 1984;24(Spec.):70-1.
12. Miles SH. Futile Feeding at the End of Life: Family Virtues and Treatment Decisions. Philosophers Index 1988;accepted for publication.

**Popular Press**

4. Miles SH. South-East Asia: The Options Now. Minneapolis Star Tribune 4/14/82.
5. Miles SH. When Technology Replaces Caring. Chicago Tribune. 2/17/89.
15. Miles SH. Perspective on Clinton Health Proposals Minneapolis Star Tribune, 9/26/93 7A.
18. Miles SH. Diversity in Med Schools Gets Low Marks. Minneapolis Star Tribune, 6/14/94. 13A
21. Miles SH. New Use of Known Drugs Could Change Abortion Debate. Minneapolis Star Tribune 9/30/95 23A.
23. Miles SH. Swift would have an RX for House micromanaging. Minneapolis Star Tribune. 2/12/96. A11.
26. Miles SH. Medical Savings Accounts Will Hurt Sick Americans, May 11, 1996 19A.
33. Miles SH. Race and the Mayor’s Race: Avoid the ‘us,’ ‘them.’ Minneapolis Star Tribune 10/7/97.
34. Miles SH. Letter Expresses Gratitude to the Hmong People. Asian American Press 7/1/97. 3.
37. Miles SH. Septupletts
40. Miles S. Uganda town on the front lines of battle against seven plagues. Star Tribune 11/8/00.
41. Miles S. Park Nicollet and Allina clinics made the wrong choice on RU-486. Star Tribune. 2/4/01. A32.
43. Miles S. Bush’s Mistake on Stem Cells. Star Tribune 8/12/01. A27.
46. Miles S. Hook, Line and Suckers: Media were Stooges in Rael Cloning Story Minneapolis Tribune Jan 11, 2003: A17.
48. Miles S. Politics Trumps Truth in State Health Pamphlet. Star Tribune 10/13/03
54. Miles SH. As Old Torturer Exits, Healers Unite in Song. Minneapolis Star Tribune. 12/17/06.